
EAA Chapter 81 Meeting Minutes

Saturday, 15 September

Meeting called to order at 10:15 by President Duane Boyd in Dennis Hall's hangar at Ryan Field.  Our new 
treasurer,  Rick  Bernardi,  provided  the  Treasurer's  report  with  a  current  bank  balance  as  $11,752.11.  
Minutes from previous meeting accepted as published in the September newsletter.

Old Business - Apparently nothing worth talking about.  The silence was deafening.

New Business

Several announcements of upcoming events

• There is a fly-in at Douglas, Saturday the 6 th of October, at the “historic” Douglas International 
Airport in Douglas Arizona.  The fly-in, with a free pancake breakfast for pilots, features an unveiling 
of a replica of the first heavier-than-air craft made in Arizona – the “Douglas Glider”.  

• The next Chapter 81 Meeting, on 20 October, will be a volunteer event in support of the Cessna 
120 / 140 association annual national meeting taking place at Ryan Field.  Details will be provided 
in the October newsletter.

• A reminder, Copperstate is coming up, 25 – 27 October.

Having exhausted the official activities, we moved on to the feature event for this meeting, Dennis Hall's  
presentation of his Hatz CB1 project, now officially FAA registered and ready for flight test.

We last  received a  presentation  by Dennis  on this  project  in  February of  2010,  when the  wings  and 
fuselage were under construction, affording a good view of the fine woodworking and tube construction 
involved.   Today's  view of  the  project  shows  a  magnificent  aircraft  with  immaculate  construction  and 
finishing details.  See the October newsletter for some photos.

The primary focus of Dennis' presentation was his experience with the registration process, which Dennis  
found to be fairly straight-forward and without any real problems.  He elected to utilize the FSDO directly  
rather than a DAR for several reasons: 1) Eliminating the middle-man and going directly to the FAA should  
reduce opportunities for confusion with paperwork problems; 2) A perception that utilizing a DAR would 
preclude issuance of a “repairman certificate”; and 3) Taxes support the FSDO so why pay extra for a  
DAR?  (Note:  While  only the FSDO can issue a repairman certificate,  the paperwork for  this  can be  
processed through the DAR followed by an interview with the FSDO.)

Dennis made arrangements for an initial visit by the FSDO to his project in January of 2012, in conjunction  
with  a  FSDO visit  to  Ryan field  for  other  business.   The examiner  reviewed the  project  at  that  time 
(uncovered) and suggested providing “a few months notice” for the inspection.  Dennis made tentative 
arrangements with them for the April time-frame.  Thanks to a number of events, including fuel leaks, oil  
leaks, etc., things took more time and were pushed off until the summer.  In August, Dennis tried again for  
an appointment,  submitting all  paperwork on a Thursday by mail,  expecting to  get  an appointment  in 
“weeks or months”.  Instead, he got a call the next day (Friday) scheduling the inspection for the next  
business day (Monday).  Luckily, the only outstanding item was the aircraft identification dataplate which  
was at the engraver, and which Dennis was able to expedite.  On Monday, two inspectors (one was getting  
an “in-service check”) showed up.  Dennis provided them with an impressive multivolume construction log 
consisting of tasks, times, and referenced photos that is far more comprehensive than any construction 
manual I've seen.  The inspection lasted three hours and the only squawk was a vent line forward of the 
firewall employing Tygon tubing that was questioned for temperature reasons.  A quick experiment with a 
heat gun confirmed the problem.  Dennis secured an appropriate tube from a next-door A&P and corrected 
the problem on the spot, eliminating the squawk.  Dennis is a perfectionist, a previous project, a Pietenpol 
Air Camper, that won an award at Oshkosh in 2000, also had only one issue, a #4 washer on a #3 bolt.

For flight testing, Dennis had essentially copied his previous plan, for 40 hours, from his Pietenpol project.  
The inspector noted that due to utilization of a certificated propeller and engine combination only 25 hours 
were required for the Hatz and Dennis was authorized to execute his 40 hour plan task list in 25 hours if he  
so desired.  For the flight test area, the normal radius would waste too much area over mountains or  
Tucson, so he proposed an area mostly reaching North and West, up to and including Casa Grande.  With 
reasonable rationale provided, this proposal was approved.  



In summary, Dennis proved that doing your homework, being prepared, having the airplane ready, would 
make the process go smoothly.  An excellent source of information on the process is available from the 
EAA  (http://members.eaa.org/home/homebuilders/registering/register.html)  with  step-by-step  processes 
spelled out,  forms provided,  etc.   It  worked for  Dennis,  he received his  approval,  including repairman 
certificate, without any drama.

Dennis had many concerns about the certification process, mainly from previous comments made by or  
about  DAR's,  regarding  how to  approach the  inspection  and issues with  the  obtaining  the  repairman 
certificate.  

• The concept of having an easy problem for the inspector to find and fix, letting him think he can 
declare victory and move on to the next phase of the process.  Dennis didn't take this approach, 
rightly suggesting that  some inspectors,  finding an obvious problem, will  look for  more issues, 
fearing carelessness on the part of the builder.  

• The concept that a DAR cannot issue a repairman certificate.  The DAR will provide the paperwork 
necessary for application to the FSDO for the repairman certificate, and the FSDO has issued 
these with  either  a  telephone interview or  by personal  appearance in  Scottsdale.   All  builders  
involved with the project must be identified in the application but only one builder can receive the 
certificate, and this builder must be the “primary builder”, generally interpreted as one having done 
a “significant” amount of the work (but not necessarily more than any other builder).

• The inspection can take months to arrange.  This can be true too, but in Dennis' case, when he  
finally made the specific application it was only 3 days.  

• Paying someone to help runs afoul of the 51% construction requirement.  Dennis had been told that 
having someone do the welding on the tubular frame would mean he couldn't  count the frame 
construction in the amateur-built column.  To address that, he secured signed statements from all 
contractors as to the amount of effort actually provided by them and kept records to show it was 
less than 51%.  For example, he did all the tube prep, jig fabrication, etc., but the few hours of TIG 
welding was done by an expert.  Though he hired a painter, he did everything but “run the paint  
gun” and that meant hundreds of hours of prep and sanding, etc.  On this issue it is important to  
note that the 51% rule means 51% of the tasks, not 51% of the hours.  If each task is predominately 
done by the builder, it counts as one of the tasks done by the builder.  And for critical skill issues,  
the FAA is quite happy to have experts do it, and doesn't count that against the builder.  The critical  
skill items include things like structural welding, avionics installation, painting, etc.

Some interesting experiences during the build process include:

• Dennis  provided  an  observation  that  the  FSDO  seems  to  have  a  “window”  in  the  August  to 
September due to their office paperwork issues earlier in the year when they seem to be occupied  
with reporting on the progress made to their plans in the previous year.  (This goes right along with  
comments about all the paperwork involved that is marked with “paperwork reduction act” notices.) 

• Leaking aluminum fuel tank.  The tank had been leak tested several times with no issue.  But in the 
airplane it leaked fuel, traced to a TIG weld seam.  Dennis had it re-welded by a local expert, but in  
the process of investigation heard from some weld experts that “a TIG welded tank is a leaky tank, 
a gas welded tank is not”. He was shown some cross sections of gas and TIG welds and the the  
TIG welds were porous.  Dennis has signed up for a class to learn how to gas weld aluminum.  

• Aircraft  N number size.  During the inspection, the question of N number size arose, not as a 
problem,  but  as  a “test”  to  see if  Dennis  or  the other  inspector  knew the  rule,  and the  other  
inspector did not.  Essentially, 3 inch letters are allowed on experimental aircraft whose maximum 
cruising speed is 180 knots or less.  

We adjourned the meeting, taking the time to absorb the workmanship and attention to detail that Dennis 
has invested in the aircraft.  Flight testing will begin soon!

Respectfully,

Erik Fjerstad, Newsletter Editor

http://members.eaa.org/home/homebuilders/registering/register.html

